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Misconceptions, misunderstandings, and flawed facts finally get the heave-ho in this humorous,
downright humiliating book of reeducation based on the phenomenal British bestseller. Challenging
what most of us assume to be verifiable truths in areas like history, literature, science, nature, and
more,The Book of General Ignorance is a witty â€œgotchaâ€• compendium of how little we actually
know about anything. Itâ€™ll have you scratching your head wondering why we even bother to go to
school.Think Magellan was the first man to circumnavigate the globe, baseball was invented in
America, Henry VIII had six wives, Mount Everest is the tallest mountain? Wrong, wrong, wrong,
and wrong again. Youâ€™ll be surprised at how much you donâ€™t know! Check out THE BOOK
OF GENERAL IGNORANCE for more fun entries and complete answers to the following: How long
can a chicken live without its head? About two years. What do chameleons do? They donâ€™t
change color to match the background. Never have; never will. Complete myth. Utter fabrication.
Total Lie. They change color as a result of different emotional states. How many legs does a
centipede have? Not a hundred. How many toes has a two-toed sloth? Itâ€™s either six or eight.
Who was the first American president? Peyton Randolph. What were George Washingtonâ€™s
false teeth made from? Mostly hippopotamus. What was James Bondâ€™s favorite drink? Not the
vodka martini.
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At last, the American release of what is undoubtedly one of the most fascinating books you could
ever hope to delve into! Whereas most trivia books contain "facts" of dubious origin and little

consequence, it's clear that the authors of this book have gone through great pains to dig out and
verify the most interesting tidbits from the realms of history, nature, science, and culture. Let's go for
a few examples (edited heavily for space; the book is far more detailed).Q: How many words do
Eskimos have for snow?A: Actually, no more than four. Although it's often said that Eskimos have
dozens or even hundreds of words for snow, there are at most only four root-words for it, and that's
drawing from all Eskimo languages. (They do, however, have more than thirty words for
demonstrative pronouns, where speakers of English only have four.)Q: Who invented the
telephone?A: Contrary to what you've been taught, it was not the famous A. Graham Bell! Credit
goes to Antonio Meucci, a brilliant but ailing Italian inventor, whose patent fell into the hands of Bell,
a young Scottish engineer. Meucci died before his case against Bell could come to fruition.There
are hundreds of more questions to the end of fascinating and delighting the reader. However much
you think you know, there will be mountains of information in here to surprise you--and that's quite
the point. In the words of co-writer John Lloyd, "This book is for the people who know they don't
know very much." As the authors hope you will come to understand, one's best hope in life is to
recognize that one is generally ignorant, for it is simply impossible to know any but a sliver of the
wealth of knowledge contained in and about the world.

_The Book of General Ignorance_ by John Lloyd and John Mitchinson is a remarkably fun book to
read, essentially a collection of questions followed by an essay answer for each one, not organized
really into any significant way (though questions dealing with the same subject might follow one
another).This book would be fun for any lovers of trivia and deal often with questions that people
think they might know the answer to but really don't. What's the tallest mountain in the world? Think
you know right, Mount Everest, at 29,029 feet? Nope, it is Mauna Kea. Though it is a modest 13,799
above sea level, measured from its seabed base to its summit, it is a whopping 33,465 feet in
height, almost three-quarters of a mile higher than Mount Everest. What's the driest place in the
world? The Sahara right? It is dry alright, getting just one inch of rain a year but it is the third driest
place on Earth. The driest in fact is Antarctica, as some areas of the continent have not seen rain for
two million years. The second driest is the Atacama Desert in Chile, which averages 0.004 inch of
rain a year, and some areas have not seen rain for four hundred years. You have been told that
Eskimo is a rude term right, that the preferred term now is Inuit? True, Inuit is the preferred term in
Canada, but Alaskan Eskimos are perfectly happy with the name as they "are emphatically not Inuit,
a people who live mainly in northern Canada and parts of Greenland." In fact there are many types
of Eskimo, of which the Inuit are just one type (the others include the Kalaallit of Greenland and the

Yupiget and the Alutiit of Alaska). Think the first turkeys eaten by English-speaking peoples were
the Pilgrims?
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